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Spurrier's Gamecocks come in at No. 26 in the Top
30, just ahead of SEC rival LSU -SEESPORTS,A7
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Lazy Moon Pizza aims to be
partofUCF
students' orbit

Complex fires
may be arson,

officials say·

CRYSTAL POTTS
Contributing Writer
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Two patrons sit on the patio in front of Lazy Moon Pizza. The restaurant, which serves calzones, salads, melts, beer and wine, along with pizza, was
opened in March 2005 by two local businessmen. Since then, it has become a popular hangout among students.

"Honk · If You're a Clumsy
Lover,'' "I Love VCC,'' "Yo Soy El
Army" and "I Love .UCF" are a
few of the many stickers that decorate the Lazy Moon Pizza oven.
Propped up on the counter, a
Lazy Moon original pizza· box
reads: "The Baxter loves Lazy
Moon and so should you."
·~uthorized Personnel Only:
Lunar Control Room" is written
on the office door.
Lazy Moon manager Brett
Watsqn said the signs make the
restaurant unique.
"It's all about expressmg individuality here at the Lazy Moon,"
Watson said
One of the newer restaurants
in the UCF area, Lazy Moon is
located in the University Shoppes
Plaza across from campus. It was.
opened in March 2005 by Matt
Griffis and Tim Brown, two
recent Florida State University
graduates.
. "Tallahassee has a lot of college
hangouts, we thought there was a
gap [in Orlando],'' Brown said
Both men worked in the
restaurant business during college. They got together, and with
Brown's original recipes, established a pizza place now known
for its 30-inch pies.
It took six months of planning
to turn the restaurant dream into
a reality.
"It followed true to the rest of
our life of procrastinating,'' Brown
said
Watson saw Lazy Moon as an
opportunity to get involved with a
young business. He became a part
of the team in March 2006 and has
worked in the restaurant business
for about 8 years. He was previously the manager of Beef O'
Bradys in Oviedo.
"I think one of the reasons·that
this place is so successful is that a
couple of 20-year-olds made it a
place to hang out at,'' Watson said
"[It has] great food, [a] great beer
selection and a great atmosphere."
Opening and managing a
restaurant was not an easy task for
Griffis, Brown and Watson.
Bureaucracy loomed large over
the young business.
"The biggest challenge was
opening a restaurant," Griffis said
'We weren't familiar with plumbing and electric<!l work among
other _things. Getting a license in
Orange County was also tough."
"Dealing with the county was a
challenge,'' Brown said "One person says one thing and the next
day someone else says something
different. It's not so much the lack
of sleep that got to us but it's really frustrating when people are
telling you different things.''
PLEASE SEE

Contributing Writer

The 'ucF Police Department and the State
Fire Marshal's office are investigating two cases
of suspect~d arson after two couches were set
on fire at a UCF apartment complex last week. ·
The first fire was started at 3:30 a.m. on July
2, in the first-floor lounge of Academic Village
Apartments' building 110. It was started on ~
couch and was put out with a fire extinguisher.
The second fire was started at 3:15 a.m. on July
in the second-floor lounge of the same building.
This fire was also started on a couch, but was1
put out with the sprinkler system.
\
Arson is suspected because the damage from
the second fire was "identical to the first incident," according to a flier posted on bedroom 1
doors in building 110. The same flier stated that \
"any student directly responsible for these fires I
will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the
law,'' and encourages students to keep an eye out
for suspicious activities.
.
\
'We're trying to prevent a third fire,'' said
Paul Paterson, a detective with the Florida State
Fire Marshal's office. Paterl?on also said they are
investigating several leads.
Apartment buildings in. Academic Village
require a key card to open the front door.
The UCFPD declined to comment b~yond
what was released in an e-mail to the student
body because the investigation is under way.

5,·
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Interest rates on
student Stafford,
PLUS loans rise
JAMIE SALMASIAN
Contributing Writer

On Saturday July l, interest rates on student
loans increased; with a rise from 53 to 7.14 percent on old Stafford loans and to 6.8 percent on
new Stafford loans.
PLUS loans saw an interest rate increase from
6.1 percent to almost 8 percent on existing loans
and up to 8.5 percent on new loans as well
According to a report from the Campaign for
Atp.erica's Future, Florida students will have to
pay $1,985 to $2,385 more in college loans and college students and graduates will be pushed deeper into debt as these interest rates climb.
"These interest rates have increased due to
the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005, which was
signed by President Bush on Feb. 8,'' _said Lisa
Minnick, associate director at the UCF Office of
Student Financial Assistance. "This act affects
various aspects of financial aid and the change to
interest rates was one of these. Also, the interest
rates are now fixed instead of variable as they
1
were in the past.''
This ~an hit close to home at UCF, especially
for students with financial aid
"Some UCF students and parents have
expressed their concerns to our staff regarding
the increase to the loan interest rates; however,
when they realize that the changes were mandated by federal law, and not UCF, then their frustration is not directed at us," Minnick said
Some students may not be aware that there ·
was an increase in the interest rates of student
loans, thou~ it'has received some exposure.
"Recently, a local news channel visited our
office and then broadcasted the information
regarding the increase to interest rates to the
Central Florida coinmunity.
Also, we have posted the new interest rates on
the Office of Student Financial Assistance Web
site and our lender partners have the new rates
listed in their brochures, mailings and Web sites,''
Minnick said
The Florida Student Loan Report of July 2006
reported that college could possibly be made
more affordable if the Federal 'Pell Grant was
raised to its maximum and if the government
helped to relieve the loan burden financially.
The UCF Office of Student Financial Assistance agi;ees that an increase to the Federal Pell
Grant wduld benefit financially needy students.
"Many of us who work in this profession were
students who received financial aid to meet our
educational goals; therefore, we care a great deal •

HARD ON A5

Married students juggle opportunities, responsibilities
\

.

PATRICK ALCINE
Contributing Writer

Amid classes, parties, and all-night study sessions, some college students are leading double
lives. Not only are they focusing on their education, they are nurturing a marriage.
Jamie Smith, a 21-year-old creative writing
major at UCF, has been married to her husband
C.J. for a year.
After working nine hours and going to a night
class, Smith hurries home to their one-bedroom
apartment, gathers her and her husband's dirty
clothes, and drives to her in-laws' house to do
laundry. She studies while the clothes are washing. This is one of her few quiet moments.
"I never wanted to get married young, and he
thou~t he wouldn't ever get married,'' Smith

.

said. laughing. "But it was just right for us. I didn't worry about how I'd do in school."
Jamie Juster, a 22-year-old legal studies major,
· has been married for a year and a half. She
thought they would wait until after she finished
college.
·~t first we didn't want to rush into anything,"
Juster said "But there were only benefits for me.
I didn't have to work as hard to support myself. I
could concentrate on school more. I didn't really
take into account whether it'd be harder.''
It proved to be harder than she expected
"There's a lot of pressure on me going to
school," Juster said "I feel like I have to do well
and finish as soon as possible so I can contribute
more.''
Smith says the hardest adjustment to make
has been financial. Smith now has two part-time

.

jobs and goes to school full time. Her husband
also works and goes to school.
'We really are very frugal,'' Smith said 'We
do little things like bring our lunches to work to
save money. "
To deal with household expenses the couple
looks for breaks wherever they can find them,
including financial aid
But ~o be eligible for additional aid. students
must inform the university of their married status, via various forms, months before the new
school year begins. ·
The Smiths' summer wedding cut it very
close.
"I was sitting on the bed on our wedding day,
literally right before we left for the church, with
PLEASE SEE
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you may have missed

Shuttle managers to decide
whether fabric needs fix

Interview tips to score dream job
A workshop that gives students the chance to practice
their interview skills with a
career professional will be
held from 9 a.m. nntil 4 p.m.
Monday at Ferrell Commons
Rooml85.
For more information, call
Annie Ware at (407) 823-2361

Learn to make a perfect resume
There Will be a resume
workshop. at 10 a.m. Tuesday
in Ferrell Commons Room
185. It will be followed by an
interviewing workshop at ll
a.m. at the same location.
For,more information, call
Annie Ware at (407) 823-2361.

UCFS weekly meeting
The United Christian Faculty and Staff will have its
weekly meeting Tuesday at
noon at the library.
For more information, email David Metcalf at
ucfs@mailucf.edu
BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Professor talks about Ukraine
Professor Galina Shendrick of the Pryazovskyi State
Technical University will discuss life in the Ukraine at 1
p.m. Tuesday and 10:30 a.m.
Thursday in Classroom Building 1, Room 207. .
She will discuss business
.developments, national values and the status of university education and provide
insights into what it is like to
teach English to the Ukrainians.
For more information, call
Tace Crouse at (407) 823-

3544.

Two professional seminars
There will be a seminar on
gaining professional work
skills at 3 p.m. ·Thursday at
Ferrell Commons Room 185. It
will be followed by a workshop at the same location on
managing personal and professional roles.
For more information, call
Emily Santiago at ( 407) 8232361.

How to use Knightlink seminar
There will be a seminar on
how to use KnightLink at 4
p.m. Wednesday at Ferrell
Commons Room 185.
For more information, call
Annie Ware at (407) 823-2361..

Find your personal strengths
The UCF Counseling Center will have a "Strength
Screening" table in front of
the Marketplace Cafeteria
Thursday from 11 a.m. nntil 4
p.m.
The table will give students a chance to discover
their personal strength, complete a strengths inventory,
learn information about personal strengths, pick up free
giveaways, and enter a drawing for prizes. .
For more information, call
Larry Marks at (407) 823-2811.

Get help with online courses
Course Development and
·Web Services invites students
to work on online courses in a
friendly lab setting from 10
a.m. nntil noon Thursday.
Instructional Designers
are available to assist students
with any questions and concerns. More information and
other sessions can be fonnd at
http://reach.ucf.edu/-webct4
11. Students must R.SY.P. 24
hours in advance.
For more information, call
(407) 823-3809 or e-mail
coursedev@mailucf.edu

Make kids' world a better place
Volnnteer UCF is looking ·
for students to assist Give
Kids the World in helping
children with ·lif~threatening
illnesses fulfill a wish.
A carpool will leave from
in front on Millican Hall Friday. Space is liniited
For more information, eat
mail
Babita
vucfyouth@yahoo.com

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Aronnd
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

l
,,.

More than 100 people turned put for Thread Orlando's first downtown art show held in its treasurer's apartment. The show featured njne Orlando-based artists.

Apartment art show.draws over 100
House," included paintings, sculptures
and photographs, among others. The
apartment was filled to the brim with
When exhibiting contemporary art, guests within 20 minutes of the start time.
only the sexiest of displays will do. That's
"I don't see anything negative about
why Thread Orlando, a recently formed saying it was a great party because it was:'
artist-rnn cooperative, decided to have its said Jones, president of Thread Orlando
first show in the downtown Orlando and featured artist. "Especially after 11. We
apartment of one of its founding mem- ran out of alcohol and had to go buy
bers.
more."
lhtly, art imitates life.
The guests drank wine, discussed the
The exhibit displayed nine Orlaiido- art and socialized Several guests sa~ on ·
based artists, including several UCF stl.1- . Schweizer's bed and talked Others found
dents and graduates, and was a success by a niche among sculptures, and some
all measures. The show featured artwork stood outside in the drizzling rain and
by Dana Funaro, Melissa Diaz, Adam smoked cigarettes. The artists, distinPrince, Nelson Hallonquist, Rick Jones, guished simply with name tags, openly
Jonathan Scarboro, Jennifer O'Malley, and discussed their work with everyone there.
Mike Schweizer, with a performance by
·''We wanted to have a party, but we
Voci Modem Dance.
also wanted to make a concerted effort to
Schweizer, a featured artist and the have this be a professional start to our
treasurer of Thread Orlando, opened his organization," Schweizer said .
The group plans to get a large wareapartment to more than 100 guests Friday.
His living room and bedroom were used house and use it as a studio, rehearsal area
as a gallery to display 16 pieces of art. The and a gallery for artists of all genres.
exhibit, appropriately titled "Open
"There's not a lot of young artists that

ABEABORAYA
Contributing Writer

stay in [Central Florida] after college or
even after high school,'' Jones said ·~t's
one of the main reasons that we exist. We
want to change that.
"It's one of those chicken and egg scenarios.where the artists don't stay because
the collectors don't buy contemporary art
and the collectors don't buy contemporary art because they don't see it being
made,'' Jones said
James Lussier, the president of Orlando Visual Artists' League and a Downtown Art District board member, was
impressed with Thread Orlando's opening event
"Their name .is 'Thread' because they
are gathering things together,'' he said.
"This is an example of one of the small
threads they pull together to make a bigger thread. Eventually they're going to
have a rope and they may have to change
their name."
Thread Orlando is a non-profit organization started by artists. For more information on the group call 772-708-2630 or
visit www.threadorlando.com

CAPE CANAVERAL
NASA could decide Sunday
whether a piece of fftlbnc filler
sticking out from thermal tiles •
on the space shuttle Discov- · ·"' '
. ery's belly needs to Be plucked,
out by astronauts during a •
spacewalk this week.
The repair probably will
not be needed, and the rest of ;
the spaceship looks in good "' ..
shape, officials said
._
Flight director Tony Ceccacci said the astronauts will be
notified as soon as :Uie mission
managers give the "an.-cJ~ar for ·· •
Discovery's return; a de<Msion .•
expected in late , -afternoon~'~.
The only ol:itst¢iajng i'iss;qe/; involving the shuttle's thermal
armor, was the gap filler.
The cracked ftller, which is
2 inches long and sticking
about an inch out of the thermal tiles, remains one of the
few concerns that needs
resolving before mission managers give the green light for
Discovery to return to Earth in
over a week.
The early consensus is that
it probably won't pose problems during the shuttle's reentry into Earth's atmosphere,
but engineers pulled an allnighter to recommend what, if
anything, needs to be done,
•
NASA .officials said
Agency managers already
have cleared a slew of area5 on
the shuttle that raised their
interest after viewing images
taken during Discovery's flight
to the international space station and before the shuttle
•
docked with the orbiting complex.
Markings on the shuttle's
nose cap were determined to
be harmless bird droppings.
Marks on certain panels c;if the
thermal blanket covering Dis•
covery's belly didn't have
crushed coating or other signs
of damage. Two other gap
fillers didn't appear to pose
problems.
If necessary, astronauts
Piers Sellers and Mike Fossum
could try to pluck the gap filler
during their third scheduled
, spacewalk, which is set for
Wednesday.
During their first spacewalk, they demonstrated on
Saturday that they could make
repairs to the shuttle from the
•
end of a 100-foot combination
of a robotic arm and a boom.
The duo will make their second spacewalk Monday to
replace a cable on the space
station's rail car.

•

Pirates sequel goes slightly overboard
WILLIAM GOSS
StaffWriter

·

***·*·

A long time ago on an island far, far
away, a pair of lovers fonnd themselves
entangled in the epic adventures of a
rogue individual on the high seas. They
ended up hitting the jackpot in Hollywood, where their exploits raked in over
$650 million worldwide.
Sure enough, not one but two sequels
were in store, to be shot back-to-back as
had been the trend with recent trilogies.
As such, Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead
Man's. Chest has been completed, and
while it makes for a pretty good movie, it
is only part of a possibly great story.
For this round, the plot concerns overlapping ultimatums, as Will Turner
(Orlando Bloom) must pursue Captain
Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) for his distinctive compass, in order to save his
neck and that of his fiancee, Elizabeth
Swann (Keira Knightley). However,
Jack's priorities lie with finding a key that
opens the chest of Davy Jones (Bill
Nighy), to whom Jack owes his soul.
From here, a big old hectic treasure hunt
is nnderway, and several dilemmas and
developments come together and evoke
the likes of some solid sequels.
·
By this point, one has grown accustom,ed to the novelty of Depp's performance, and while neither wearying nor
particularly impressive, he manages to
settle on a level of. familiarity suited for
the story and its fans. With somewhat

meatier roles, Knightley and Bloom hold characters, yet feel all too justified in
their own better than expected, and the terms of the story and character growth.
Combined with a rather peculiar
supporting regulars return with solid
marks all aronnd.
male/female dichotomy, the whole
However, most worthy of note is nature of this production would appear
Nighy's role as Jones, bringing a vivid vil- to be best reflected when one character
lain to life underneath the latest in . refers to the dark side of ambition, while
motion-capture technology. Despite the another instead calls it the promise of
outstanding effects used to bring his redemption.
squid-like sailor to life, his performance
The filmmakers have failed to rein in
shines past his digital tentacles as both some of their more excessive habits, yet
the tormented and the tormenter, captain there is enough entertainment value and
of a submersible organic ship, with sails potential here to remedy these stumbles .
of kelp and a crew of the damned, all of and deliver in grand fashion come next
which resemble various aquatic flora and Memorial Day,, when one hopes the
resulting finale may be more buoyant
fauna, from coral reef to shark.
.
Hints of sequelitis seem to lurk along overall than this exposition-heavy entry.
If it sounds like I'm picking on Chest, I
the periphery, yet the film maintains a
rather remarkable consistency in both · should clarify that I do find it to be a
character and demeanor with its prede- rather enjoyable, if mildly weary, summer
cessor, despite a repetitive streak that diversion that happens to be wedged into
seems to.get the best of ~ts lengthy rnn- greater, more critical circumstances by
ning time. The earliest action sequence, its very blockbuster trappings.
The work qf the cast and crew
an ultimately unnecessary detour to a
cannibal colony, provides some amusing throughout alternates between the
slapstick, as well as the first of two large- relentless, the seamless, and the effortless, although rarely ever forming a .
objects-rolling-down-hills-with-peoplesteady fusion of all three. Director Gore
inside stunts.
The legendary Kraken rises from the Verbinski and company will have to craft
depths to take down a ship or three dur- the conclusion by not only regaining the
ing a few glossy yet familiar incidents, even keel of the first film, but also ampliand even the moments where characters fying it so as to pay off such extravagant
chat as they stare out to sea come across arrangements in spades with greater disas redundant throughout the bloated 150- cipline and equal enthusiasm to that of
the second. However, until that final
plus minutes.
Even startling eleventh-hour develop- installment arrives, this one will have to
ments tome in a pair, as two climactic stand as the relatively sturdy start of a
actions, one selfish and one selfless, go five-hour swashbuckling epic, if not a
against the predetermined natures of the moderate middle to a grander trilogy.

LOCAL WEATHER
~ Today .

ISOLATED T-STORMS
High: 88° Low: 75°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Morning sunshine followed
by thunderstorms in the afternoon,
Winds east at five to 10 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a chance
of thunderstorms. Winds east at five
to lOmph.
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~Tuesday
- v~

~igh:89°

ISOLATED T-STORMS

~ Wednesday ·
f~ j

Low:77°

High:85°
SCATTERED T~STORMS Low:77°

WASHINGTON - One
year ago, he was nearly hairless, pink and weighed about
four onnces, less than most
bagels. On Sunday, his first
birthday, giant panda Tai Shan
is an active, 56-ponnd cub and
the star attraction of the
National Zoo.
Dr. Suzan Murray, the zoo's
chief veterinarian, has monitored every developmental
benchmark for the black and
white panda since his birth on
July 9, 2005. Those included
the opening of his eyes, the
development of his distinctive
markings, his heartbeat, his
mobility, and even the frequency of his squeals, grunts
and barks.
The cuh still nurses, but he
has advanced from milk provided by his mother, Mei
Xiang, to eating bamboo. The
woody perennial grass is the
staple of adult pandas' diets,
acconnting for more than 90
percent of their nutrition. ,
For his birthday, staffers
prepared a giant fruitsicle for
the cub, a frozen melange of .
.apples, yams, carrots and fruit
juices. That is a favorite of Mei
Xiang's, but this was the first
prepared for the growing cub.
Tai Shan, whose name
means peaceful mountain,
routinely awakens before daybreak. After a meal, the mother and cub are often seen
wrestling. Tai Shan also rolls
around in the outdoor paddock and climbs trees, delightPLEASE SEE
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National Zoo observes first
birthday of panda Tai Shan
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Educators want high school
students to take college dasses
PROVIDENCE, R.I. State educators hope to
increase the number of
minority and low-income students attending college by
having them take some classes while still in high school
More than 1,000 high
school students took courses
through Rhode Island College and the University of
Rhode Island last year. Hundreds of others attended the
Community College of
Rhode Island
But most of those students
already plan to attend college
after their high school graduation. They also can afford
the tuition - usually $125 to
$150 per class - charged by
the state's public colleges.
Peter McWalters, the
state's commissioner of elementary and secondary education, said he hopes to help
low-income and minority students enroll in college classes
as well by providing $500,000
to cover their tuition. He and
Jack Warner, the state's com- ·
missioner of higher education, said they plan to ask the
General Assembly for the
money next year.

Colleges tum to cellular to keep
in contact with students
CINCINNATI - For Ron
Chicken and other freshmen
at Montclair State University,
the new freedom.s that presumably came with college1,
age included a mandatory cell
phone with which the school
could pinpoint their whereabouts on or off campus.
But Chicken, 19, said that
as time passed, students real, ized that the voluntary tracking system offered added
safety and that the required
phone had many useful functions.
With nine out oflO college
students carrying cell phones
schools are seeking ways to
maintain a line of cemmunication while deploying technologies they believe 'students want and need
Some colleges are abandoning the wires and phone
jacks in their dormitories.
Many of those systems, formerly a source of extra revenue for institutions, now
operate at a loss.

:Kyoto university instructor used
research funds to aid student

KYOTO, Japan - All
instructor at Kyoto's Ritsumeikan University has misused about 3.7 million yen in
research·funds to support a
financially troubled foreign
student, university officials
said Friday.
The instructor in the private university's science and
engineering
,department
obtained the money between
2002 and 2004 as research
funds financed by the state
and the university, saying
they were to be paid to a separate graduate school student
working as an assistant
But after the money was
deposited in a bank account,
the instructor withdrew the
cash and handed it to the foreign student, according to the
university.
The student received the
money and no personal misappropriation by the instructor has been confirmed, university-officials said
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Tai Shan, the giant panda cub at Smithsonian's National Zoo explores a new pool he
received from Fujifilm on his first birthday, Sunday, July 9,2006 during zoo celebrations.
FROM A2

lution, which prohibits
nations from procuring mising zoo visitors.
siles o.r missile-related "items,
More than 1.2 million have materials goods and technolovisited the panda exhibit since gy" from North Korea, or
the cub went; on display last from transferring financial
December, and more than 21 resources connected to the
million people have linked to North's program.
"To compromise because
the panda cam Web site.
· Under the agreement with . of one country which has veto
China that allowed the power, even though most .
National Zoo to bring the two other countries support us,
adult pandas to the U.S., the sends the wrong message,''
cub must be available for ship- Aso told national broadcaster
ment to China at 2 years of age NHK. "We can't alter our
to become part of breeding stance." ·
Aso said there is a possibilefforts to preserve the endanity that Russia will abstain,
gered species.
Only about 1,600 giant pan- leaving China as a possible
das remain in the wild, and sole veto. Nine of 15 votes on
fewer than 180 live in captivi- the Security Council are needty. Zoo officials hope the Chi- ed to pass the resolution. The
nese will allow the cub to United States, Britain and
remain in the U.S. until it France have expressed support for the resolution.
nears breeding age of 5 or 6.
Tai Shan was the product
of artificial insemination. Zoo 122 confirmed dead, 58 injured
officials hope to breed the in Siberian plane accident
adult pandas again in the next
MOSCOW - A Russian
year.
passenger plane carrying at
least 201 passengers skidded
U.S. pushes for united front on
off a rain-slicked runway in
the Siberian city of Irkutsk on
North Korean missiles
TOKYO - A top U.S. Sunday and plowed through a
envoy pushed for a united concrete barrier, bursting into
international front against flames. At least 122 people
North Korea's recent missile were killed, the Emergency
tests Sunday, bµt divisions Situations Ministry said
Fifty-eight people were
widened over a U.S.-backed
Japanese proposal for sanc- injured in the accident, the
second major commercial airtions against Pyongyang.
U.S. Assistant Secretary of line crash in two months in
State Christopher Hill was in Russia. The commission
Tokyo ahead ofa possible vote investigating the crash said
in the U.N. Security Council preliminary information indion the resolution. Despite cated that the braking system
resistance from China and on the Airbus A-310 operated
Russia, Japanese Foreign.Min- by airline S7 had failed, Russister Taro Aso vowed Sunday ian news agencies reported,
not to compromise on the citing officials it did not identify.
measure's tough wording.
The plane was carrying 193
South Korea has not publicly taken a position on the passengers and eight crew
resolution but on Sunday members on a flight fro:m
issued a harsh rebuke of Moscow. At least 14 passenJapan's outspoken criticism of gers were younger than 12, airthe North Korean missile line spokesman Konstantin
Koshman said
launches last week.
Many of the children were
North Korea also issued
fresh threats. The North's headed to nearby Lake Baikal
state-run Korean Central on vacation, according to
Broadcasting Station, moni- Russian news reports.
Emergency
Ministry
tored by South Korea's Yonhap news agency, cited a pre- spokeswoman Natalia Lukash
vious statement by leader said three people whose
Kim Jong Il vowing ''to answer names were not on the pasto an enemy's retaliation with senger list were pulled unconretaliation and to an all-out scious from the wreckage. It
was not clear if they had been
war with an all-out war."
China and Russia, two of on the ground at the time of
North Korea's traditional the c~ash or were flying as
allies, remained the two veto- unregistered passengers. ·
'l'he plane veered off the ·
wielding permanent members of the Security Council . runway on landing and tore
who have voiced opposition through a 6-foot-high conto the resolution, which Japan crete barrier. It then crashed
hopes to put to a vote on Mon- into acompound of one-story
garages, stopping a short disday.
Despite the divisions, a top tance from some small housU.S. diplomat voiced opti- es.
Tiie aircraft's two flight
mism about forming a common strategy and urged China recorders, or "black boxes,''
to put pressure on North were recovered and were
Korea to end its launches and being deciphered.
Transport Minister Igor
to return to international
Levitin suggested the rainy
nuclear disarmament talks.
Japan, which sits within weather was a factor but did
easy range of North Korean not rule out a techniCal probmissiles, said Sunday'it won't lem.
compromise on the U.N. reso-

Part-Time Job. Full-Time Rewards.
t Make a difference in students' lives.
t Earn excellent pay and benefits. ·

t Enjoy a flexible w.ork schedule.
interpersonal skills.

'

t Join a dynamic,·energetic company with
t 20 plus hours of paid teacher training.

Join the Kaplan· team!
Call or vis·it us online today to apply.
•

1·BOO·KAP· TEST
~aptest.com/teach

Test Prep and Admissions

,
•

•

Call (800) 563-0098
;
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www.LovingDonation.com

•

Plan B NO\V Available !

BDNHTI~
Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
Musically/Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT aPlus!

'
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Up to $10,000
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t Develop your presentation·and
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'

RIPPE LIFESmE INSTITUTE
at Florida Hospital Celebration Health
Is conducting a study comparing the
effects of sweetened beverages on
energy regulation. We are now
recruiting women.

Immediate

•
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•
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• $300.00
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Health Screening
Complete Blood ~Ork

To qualify you must be female,
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KnightLink trying to be sole
stop for student career needs
ERIC GRIMMER
Contributing Writer

Knight:Llnk, an online career
management system, is striving
to help UCF students and gradu~1 : ates find employment through
online resume posting, job fairs,
' workshops, and_infonnation sessions.
"Our goal for KnightLink is
: for it to be a one-stop shop for
· UCF students to get all their
) ' career services met,'' said David
' Allen, the assistant director of
Employer Relations at -Career
· Services and Experiential Learn') ing.
· KnightLink-registered students can submit and manage
,;. their resume, search registered
employers, schedule intervie-WS
with potential employers and
apply for posted job offerings.
"KnightLink has the largest
staffand is the most comprehensive system of its kind in the
state," said Melanie Parker, the
11
Executive Director of CSEL.
Any current UCF student can
registei: with KnightLink by fill> ing out a form in the CSEL office,
located in the Student Resource
Center across from the UCF
Marketplace.
>
Recent UCF graduates are
allowed a one semester grace
period in which they can still
register with KnightLink and

graduates who fail to register
before the end of their grace
period can still do so by joining
the UCF Alumni Association.
The first step for newly-registered students is to upload their
resume that will be viewable by
organizations looking for their
next employee.
According to Allen, it is not
unheard of for the organization
to locate and contact the student
directly about an employment
opportunity, but that students
should not wait for that to happen.
Upon KnightLink registration, students . can search for
employment, register for job
fairs at UCF, workshops hosted
by CSEL and information sessions held on campus by organizations already registered with
KnightLink.
·~ost every day of the
week during .the key recruiting
months, October to November
and February to March, an
organization will be on-campus
reeruiting and holding infomiation sessions:' Allen said
The KnightLink system has
been in operation since last summer; it replaced UCF's first
attempt at a career management
system, GOLD Connection.
KnightLink is a vast improvement, Parker and Allen said.
GOLD Connection did not allow

employers to register for career
fairs and did not have the networking feature Knightlink
does.
Still, KnightLink has faced
difficulties of its own.
In prior years, students had to
register at the then-separate
offices of CSEL. Since the combination of the two offices, the
integration of all the data from
the two offices into one computer system ·has resulted in difficult technical problems, Allen
said
Currently, students are
required to physically show up
at the CSEL office in order to
register for KnightLink. In the
future, Parker hopes that the
whole process will be done
online, ,allowing all students to
register from home.
Another problemKnightLink
faces is the ignorance and apathy
of the students it was designed
to serve.
"Many students do not
always take advantage of
KnightLink or know anything
about it;' Parker said
Heather Kushner, a UCF senior majoring in psychology; had
no idea KnightLink existed
"The idea was completely
new to me when I first heard it;'
Kushner said ''But it definitely
PLEASE SEE

Criminal Defense Attorney
·Handling all types of criminal cases
including: DUI, DWLSR, and drug posse~sion
-«

Office located at:
1802 North Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32826

•Available 24 Hours
•Free Consultation

CSEL ON A6

:Lounges' damage could reach $5,000
: FROM
.1

,1,
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Joshua Krakauer, an 18-year: old hospitality management
; major, lives on the second floor
: of building no and was pome
• when the second fire started.
''As soon as we opened the
, (apartment) door, there was
, this thick black smoke every. where, all down the hall, and
! everyone. [was] freaking out,"
' Krakauer said "Getting kicked

out at 3:30 in the morning mittee on Arson Prevention is
sucks."
offering a $2,500 reward for
· Both lounges were closed any information that leads to
and all the furniture in the sec- an arrest. They can be reached
ond-floor lounge was moved by phone at (321) 303-0599, tollby the door. The drywall then free at (877) NO-ARSON or
had to be ,torn off, probably through their Web site,
because of water damage. http://www.facap.org
Damage estimates are not yet
CrimeLine, an anonymous
available, but Pat~rson estimat- . service, is also offering a
ed them to range from $3,000 reward for tips that le11d to an
to $5,000.
arrest. Their number is (800)
The Florida Advisory Com- 423-TIPS.

· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ Hard work, sleepless nights, licensing

~ troubles define small-business startup
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.
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, Managing work, fainily and
• finances was also a challenge.
''We were cut off from our
;
. family and friends for the first
; six to eight months because we
; worked 18. to 23 hours a day,"
· Brown said
: · ''We slept in the restaurant,"
: Griffis said ''We also had a lot
; of debt."
. "We were not the perfect
· example of how to start a busi. ness. But we believed in the
. restaurant:' he added
Lazy Moon serves pizzas,
calzones, salads, melts, beers

~d wine. Their specials ·
include the Boxcar Willy, a slice
of pizza and a pint of PBR beer
for $3.50.
Griffis said it's the atmosphere that draws customers.
"[Our restaurant has a] lazy,
relaxed atmosphere,': Griffis
said "I'd like for it to be a place
where people hang out three or
four nights a week, a home
away from home."
Student Zach Gennaro recommended the restaurant.
"I come here probably a
couple times a month. It's good
pizza;• Gennaro said. ''It has a
nice 'college atmosphere. Ifyou

want pizza, this is the place I'd
recommend first on the list."
Lazy Moon is looking to
expand its business to towns
surrounding oth,er southeastern <;::olleges within the year.
"It could be much sooner or
later,'' Brown said. ''A lot of
things have to fall into place
before we jUIIlp into anything
else."
Lazy Moon is open ll a.m. to
ll p.m. Sunday to Thursday and
ll a.m. to 3 a.m. Friday and Saturday. For more information,
visit http//~.LazyMoon
Pizza.com or call (407) 6582396.

Maximizing Pell Grant would make college
more affordable, Student Loan Report says
.
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about funding for students,''
Minnick said. "We would like
to see students graduate with. out a large burden of loan debt
and one way that this can occ;ur
is for us to provide students
with more aid, such as grants
and scholarships."
Each year, students who
receive financial aid have
responsibilities to carry out in
order to receive their aid. The
UCF OSFA stresses the importance of students applying for
finandal aid on time, the prior~ date being M~h 1.

.

"The number of scholarships available to UCF students
continues to increase each
year," Minnick said ''We refer
students to their To Do List on
MyUCF and we urge students .
who first apply for loans
through this office to take
advantage of the federal loans
available to them before they
seek private loans."
Toby Chaudhuri, U.S.
Newswire's Campaign for
America's Future Communications director, said the increase
in interest rates affects families.
"Flo~da ~dents and fami-

lies are getting hit with one of
the largest interest rate hikes
on student loans ever," Chaudhuri said "Families across the
country are pinching pennies
so they can afford to send their
· children to college. They are
willing to sacrifice a lot for a
college education, but it is getting harder and harder as costs
go up and student debt goes up
too."
Tuition at the average fouryear public university had
increased by 40 percent since
2001 and nearly two-thirds of
all four-year coµege graduates
now have studeflt ldans.

reet. Orlando, FL 32801 • 407.

Family support key
to couple's success .

The

.._

LOFWS

mother of two teenagers with a
baby on the way. "I was marmy veil over my face and my ried and I'd just turned 21. I felt
hair done and makeup on," like I couldn't do things that 21Smith said. "Me and C.J. had year-olds do.''
our laptop and all our tax
As frustrating as it was riot
papers sprawled out ,trying to being able to go out, not.being
able to stay in was worse.
get it [aid forms] done."
Though money is a big issue
The night before a finaI,
in students' marriages, studies Juster sat in her living room.
show that social support can be Her eyes were tired but
focused on a textbook. Her
just as important.
According to a study con- husband Juan walked in and
ducted by UCF psychology turned on the TY.
"Take a break and watch TV
professor Dr. Charles Negy and
colleague Dawna Meehan, sup- with me;' he said
After 20 minutes of him
portive families positively
affect a married undergradu- · pleading, Juster stormed out of
ates' adjustment to college life. the house and drove to BorHowever, Juster was afraid ders.
''.Our schedules do get a lither family would disapprove of
her marriage so she kept it tle tense sometimes," Juster
from them. After being mar- said "My being tired from stayried secretly in a GOurthouse, ing up studying put a strain on
Juster and her husband Juan the relationship."
planned to have a ceremony for
. Smith agrees that being on
their one year anniversary. But the same page at the same time
Juster's uncle checked the pub- is not easy.
''Whenever one of us feels
lic record and she had to tell
her grandparents, but was like we're working a lot more
shocked to find that they were than the other it causes tension,'' Smith said "It's horrible
very understanding.
But for th-e· Smiths, family is but sometimes I'll resent him if
one reason they list for their he's able to go out and hang
success so fur.
with friends and I have to be up
"My mom was initially real- late studying."
ly against us getting married."
Another aspect of marriage
Jamie Smith said "When I told Smith and Juster are learning
her she thought that I was kid- .t hat requires flexibility and
ding. It was actually kind of c0mpromise is the housework.
awkward. But she's been so
Hofmann said that many
amazing. She's even paying my couples
she's
counseled
car payment which has been encounter this issue.
such a big help."
Juster and her husband
Smith's family lives an hour share the household .burdens.
away. C.J.'s is a mile away. They There are some things, howevtry to extend their visits er, Juster lets her :Qusband take
beyond the weekly . laundry· care of, namely vacuuming.
Smith notes that housework'
runs.
Dr. Karen Hofmann, a is rarely an issue for her and C.J.
licensed psychologist at the
"Neither one of us are very
UCF
counseling
center, neat people," she said. "I do
warned that being married about 50 percent of the housewhile in college can make the work and he does about 10 percent. There's 40 percent that
relationship vulnerable.
"They are at an age where doesn't get done. But he does
they are still developing and · take the trash out.'1
finding out who they are;• she
Smith regards the past year
as one of the hardest of her life.
said
According to U.S. census But despite the struggle it has
data, 15 percent of all marriages been to succeed academically
Qf j,eople between the ages of while trying to sustain a marriage, she is optimistic.
IB--24 ends in divorce.
"I think the first year is the .
· Jamie Juster recalls having
second thoughts.
hardest and it gets a lot better,"
·~t · first I did regret it a litshe said "I wouldn't trade it for
tle," Juster said, now the st~p- anything.''
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CSEL hopes for new center
· FRoMAS

ing building for CSEL next to
the Fairwinds Alumni Center.
sounds like it could be benefi- Parker is resp0nsible for finding
cial for me to get started on my , a sponsor for the new center,
career path."
which she hopes will open by
The .
marketing
of 2008.
KnightLink is one of Allen's
When an organization regischief responsibilities. CSEL fre- ters to become a part of
quently hangs posters around · KnightLink, team of assistant
campus, hands out fliers, sets up directors researches the organiinformation tables around cam- zation before it's admitted. This
pus, and advertises in the Future. ensures the employer is repOne new marketing project utable and well-established
Allen is working on is the manThere are currently about
ufacturing of 2,000 KnightLink 29,000 students registered on
T-shirts to be dispersed to par- KnightLink, scouring the job
ticipating students.
postings of more than 8,000
Parker is currently oversee- potential employers,. including
ing a fund.raising effort to raise Bank ofAmerica, Turner Broad$15 million to build a free-stand- casting and Microsoft.

•.
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Almost
50o/o
What percentage
of pregnancies are
unplanned?

w·oMEN - Betw-ee~ the Ages of 18 a~d 44?
If you drink alcohol, even in small amounts, you may be
eligible to participate in an important research study.

t~vi.

DDNHTIDN
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• Eligible participants will receive $40
• Participation, entirely by mail, involves
two 15-minute surveys

<

We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.
If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.

All calls are confidential

•.

For more information call toll free
(866)-389-8652
Email: phc@nsu.nova.e~u

Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Lindsay.
' Call (800) 563-0098 orwww.LovingDonation.com.
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A midpoint
look at .
why I'm an
idiot and a
•
genius
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COLL_E GE FOOTBALL PREVIEW: PRESEASON TOP 30
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men's·
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Alabama to UCF
BRIAN MURPHY

CHRIS HOYLER

Staff Writer

Sports Editor
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It is eas)r to sit back and snipe at
the selections made by the players
and managers for Tuesday's MLB All
Star Game.
Sure, the Yankee fan in me would
have loved to see Jason Giambi and
Mike Mussina get a deserved call to
play in Pittsburgh. but I also understand the situation.
Chicago White Sox iµanager
Ozzie Guillen led his team to the
American League Pennant in 2005,
so he gets carte blanche on selections. He'll take his two sluggers, Jim
Thome and Paul Konerko, over
Giamb.i After six seasollS of seeing
Joe Torre make similar tough choices
with his Yankees over equally
deserving players, it is understandable.
It is even easier to laugh at the
process that allows the fans to
choose the starters, though it is
equally understandable.
I love it when fans complain
about their own selections. They
have a chance to vote. They have a
chance to stuff the ballot box if they
are at the game, or point and click
their favorite player in up to 25 times
on the internet.
But in the end, who cares? No
matter how many home-field gimmicks they try, the game will always
be an exhibition. It's useless to look
back and point to the game's selections as some sort of meaningful fact.
However, it is useful to look back
at preseason predictioruj and either
gloat about how accurate they were ·
or how utterly stupid they turned out
to be. That's what I'm doing today.
'
So, straight from my March 31 .
preseason prediction, here's why I'm
an idiot.
On the AL East, I said: "(The) Red
Sox starting infield hit a combined
20 home runs and 181 RBis in 1700plus at-bats last year."
Why I'm an idiot: Did that really
mean anything? Baseball, more than
any sport, is about trends, and it is
looking more and more like the 2005
seasons of Mike Lowell and' Mark
Loretta were bad outliers. Both have
surpassed their power numbers from
last season already.
On the AL West, I said: ''The
Ang~ls take'the wildcard, because
their rotation is deadly with a
healthy Kelvim Escobar. AL MVP:
Eric Chavez, Oakland. .AL Rookie:
Ian Kinsler, Texas."
Why I'm an idiot: Los Angeles'
pitching has been pretty bad, but
Kinsler hasn't been healthy at all and
Chavez is living in his career's mirror
universe'. He had a great start, but
has been slowed in the early summer
by forearm tendonitis.
On the NL East, I said: "Toughest
division in baseball. Unless Atlanta
and Philly can find clo~ers (Sorry,
Flash Gordon, your arm is fried)...NL ·
Rookie: Brian Bannister, NY Mets."
Why I'm an illiot: More like the
worst division in baseball. Atlanta
still doesn't have a closer, but Gordon is an All-Star due to his first-half
dominance. Bannister started well,
but was felled by a tom hamstring.
On the NL Central: "Milwaukee is
the chic playoff pick, but Ben Sheets'
creaky back and Chris Capuano's
lucky 2005 scream pitching disaster...
Brad Lidge takes NL Cy Young."
Why I'm an idiot: Well, I called
Sheets' injury issues, but Capuano
has picked up where he left off and is
a real Cy Young candidate. Lidge lost
his job as closer for a brief period
and no longer has that "aura." But what would this column be if
I didn't pat myself on the back?
Here's why I'm a genius.
On the AL East, I said: ''.A.J. Bur.nett's ·elbow is already acting up..."
Why I'm a genius: Um, because I
read the paper and saw Burnett was
hurt? In all seriousness, Burnett's
injury problems are the reason

The UCF men's tennis team has
its share of potential. But, that positive quality is often coupled with
inexperience. To help fill that need,
Coach Bobby Cashman announced
Wednesday that former Wofford
College assistant coach Brandon
Stokes has joined the ·Golden
Knights as an assistant coach.
Stokes arrives at UCF with ll
years of tennis teaching and coaching experience. In his one year at
Wofford, Stokes worked with both
the men's and women's tennis programs. Under his guidance, the
men's squad won five conference
games and a pair of players earned
All-Southern Conference honors.
The women's team ended their season at 13-11, setting a school !ecord
for most victories since moving to
the Division I level in 1996.
"Brandon is a
great addition to
our progr~m. He
has some great
coaching experience and will help
in the development
of our players,"
Cashman said in a
press release. "In
addition to being a
very good teacher
of the game, Bran- Stokes
don is detailed and
organized
and
knows what it takes Bringing a
to have a successful wealth of
experience
program."
Stokes
spent Stokes comes to UCF
2005 as an assistant with 11 years oftennis
coach at North teaching and coaching • .
Alabama, working experience.
with both
the Winning at
men's and women's Wofford
squads.
He assisted in Although he only
one year at
strength and condi- spent
Wofford, Stokes led the
tioning,
player mens team to five
development and conference wins and
the women'steam to
recruiting.
In that year, 13 overall wins,their
Stokes oversaw the highest since joining
achievement of one Division I in 1996.
of
the
best Continuing to
women'.s
tennis
win at North .
teams in Division
Alabama
II.
While
both . Last season, as an
coach at
teams from UNA assistant
North Alabama,Stokes
qualified ,for the worked with one of
Division II Nation- the top programs in
al Championship Division II.
T011rnament, the
women finished the year at No.19 in.
the final D-II poll and No. 3 in the
south region.
Three players from the university were named to All-Gulf South
Conference teams.
"I am excited about the great
opportunity to join the staff at
UCF," Stokes said in a press release.
"I admire the direction that Coach
Cashman has the Golden Knights'
tennis program headed.
"We agree that now is the time
for the program to assert itself as a
leader in Conference USA and
reassert itself on the national
scene."
A two-year letterman as part of
the University of Toledo. Rockets,
Stokes was named to the Dean's List
three times and was named the
Downtown Coaches Association
Scholar-Athlete in 1992.
Youth was the name of the
Knights' game in 2006. Four of the
seven Knights were sophomores.
To make the maturation process
more difficult, senior Ener Gursoy
missed the entire season with a
shoulder injury.
UCF finished their first season in
C-USA 'with an ll-10 overall mark.
They won three of their four Conference USA contests and earned
the fifth seed at the C-USA Championship. They were knocked out in
the first round by the UAB Blazers,
4-2.

Brandon
Stokes

t
.

~outh Carolina head coach Steve Spurrier, seen here during the pre-game

I
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f last season's opener against UCF, will be in for another tough season
mthe SEC East. He led the Gamecocks to a bowl in his first season, and he ained a measure of revenge in defeating his former team, Florida, in November.

·
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WAY UP THE LIST
He's the cock of the walk in olumbia, but can Steve Spurrier ,
take his South Carolina team from contender to champion?
Teams30-17

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

After UCF, Rutgers and Houston started off the
preseason top 30 last week, we continue with teams
27-25.

h

27.LSU
.
Projected Record: 8-4 (Losses to Auburn, Florida, Tenness e,
Arkansas)
·
Why they are here: Controversy at the s ·

positions, a young front seven and a difficult schetlule are the stadium-size roadblocks between L~1 s
Miles' team and another ll-win season. This is
much lower than many will pick them, but th y
could be looking at a 1-2 start in the SEC with ro~d
games at Auburn and Florida. There aren't enough
tests in the non-conference schedule to see where
the experience will be gained by a team'that returns
just ll starters.
Why they could move up: If they figure out
who the best man is out of the three-way battle at
quarterback and the two-headed issue at running
back, LSU's offensive skill talent is as high as any
team in the nation. Also, all their tough games are

'

Over the next few weeks, we will unveil the rankings, but
here is the upper half of rankings, with UCF at No. 30.
30.UCF
29.Rutgers
28.Houston
27.LSU
26.South Carolina
25.0regon
24.Texas Tech

23. Boise State
22.Virginia Tech

21. Michigan
20. Nebraska
19.Navy
18.Purdue
17.GeorgiaTech

spread apart by at least two weeks, so despite trips
to Auburn, Florida, Tennessee and Arkansas looming, Miles will have sufficient time to prepare his
team. Also, the non-conference schedule is weak,
and they should get wins over Tulane, Arizona,
Fresno State and Louisiana-Lafayette.
Why they could move down: JaMarcus Russell is the front-runner to start under center, but he
always seems to make a mistake when the Tigers
can least afford it. If he can't win at Auburn or Florida, Miles may need to go to Matt Flynn or Ryan PerPLEASESEE

OREGON ON AS

Combat Fighting
Championship
comestoUCF
The Combat Fighting
Championship mixeCI martial arts
promotion comes to the UCF
Arena this Saturday.The 12-fight'
card will feature veterans of the
Ultimate Fighting Championship;
PRIDE and King of the Cage, as
well as afemale bout.
The fighters of CFC, seen here in this
promotional photo, will be here on
Saturday. For ticket information, call
(407) 839·3900.
PHOTO COURTESY OF UCF ARENA
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Oregon looks to challenge
depleted USC for PAC-10 title
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South Carolina quarterback Blake Mitchell sets to throw against UCF last season. The junior returns for his second season starting under center.
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rilloux.- By then, the offense
could be in such flux that the
. season will be as good as gone,
leaving a young defense with
•just two returning players in
the front seven to fend for
themselves in a difficult
November
stretch
that
includes Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi and Arkansas.
Best case scenario: ll-1
Worst case scenario: 7-5
' ~ Swing game: Oct. 7 at Florida

.26. South Carolina
Projected Record: 8-4 {Losses to
Auburn, Tennessee, Florida, Arkansas)
Whey they are here:
Belief in Steve Spurrier. On the
surface~ the Gamecocks look
11ike the clear No. 4 team'in the
SEC East, behind Tennessee,
- Georgia and Florida However,
the Bulldogs have just nine
returning starters, a weird
competition at quarterback
and have to make the trip to
Columbia this year. USC will
defeat Georgia and ride a
. wealth of experience at the
~kill positions to a high-scoring
season.
Why they could move up:
With the . exception of a
November trip to the Swamp,
every single difficult SEC
game is at home · (Georgia,
Auburn,
Tennessee
and
Arkansas), where the team was ·
5-2 in its first year under
Spurrier. He has always been a

great coach on his home turf,
and with no weeks with consecutive road outings, the ball
will be in his court most of the
season. Also, despite losing
four of the starters in the front
seven, the replacements,
namely defensive tackle Marque Hall and linebacker Marvin Sapp, were considered
strong prospects in high
school and have the talent to
thrive immediately.

Whey they ~ould move
4own: The always difficult
game against Clemson will be
on the road this year, and if the
lines were being made today,
the Gamecocks wo:uld be
underdogs in six of their" 12
games. They also have just two
returning starters on the offensive line, meaning they will
have to gel quickly to avoid
getting steamrolled by the
Bulldogs on Sept. 9. They only
have the ESPN season opener
on Aug. 31 against Mississippi
State to prepare in a game situation.
Best case scenario: 10-2
Worst case scenario: 5-7
Swing game: Oct. 28 VS
Tennessee

25.0regon
Projected Record: 9-3 {Losses to
USC, Oklahoma, California)
Why they are here: Like
UCF, they return all five starters
on the offensive line, which is
one of the best units in the
nation. Jonathan Stewart, one of
the top running back recruits in

the nation in 2005, will start
with either Dennis Dixon or
Brady Leaf calling the signals.
With the talent of these skill
players, they will have plenty of
time to come together to form a
high-powered offense before
the bulk of the PAC-10 schedule
begins in late September.
Why they could move up:
They open with a couple of
tests in Stanford and Fresno
State.
If
Stewart
and
Dixon/Leaf play up to their talent, this will be a very good
team hosting Oklahoma on
Sept.16. It could be the Sooners
biggest challenge on their way
to Tempe, and an Oregon win
would make th~m a serious
sleeper for the national title in
the mold of Auburn in 2004 and
Ohio State in 2002.
Why they could niove
down: Outside ofhosting Oklahoma, all of their difficult
games are on the road They go
to California, USC, Arizona
State and Fresno State, and
before Mike Bellotti's perfect
road record last season, the
Ducks had struggled in the road
in recent history. They also won
the turnover battle in all but
three games last season, mean4J.g a shift in luck could leave
them grasping for a .500 record
and a bowl bid. Will the
Dixon/Leaf battle cause problems?
·
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Best case scenario: 12-0
Woist case scenario: 6-6
Swing game: Oct. 7 at Clili;-

fornia

rBonderman's dominance fuels Tigers
'r

~FROM

A7

'.Toronto is not in first right
~'now.

• · On the AL Central, I said:
:. "Cleveland, Chicago and Min. nesota have playoff-cahber
pitching, and Detroit is a Jeremy Bonderman breakout sea.,son away from contending."
Why I'm a genius: Well.
throw that Cleveland thing
out, but Chicago and Minnesota have two dominant starters
and - surprise, surprise 1 Bonderman is pitching like a
" Cy Young candidate and
i Detroit is the best team in the
~ league. Sorry; but not many
· others said that before the seat son started . .
On the AL West, I said: 'fil
, ;Cy Young: John Lackey, LA."
~ Why I'm a genius: La..::::lc:ey is
third in the AL in ERA, in the
top 10 in innings pitched and
has a huge lead in opponent's
batting average. If the Angels

could give him some runs and
triple his seven wins in the
second hal:t: he'll be in the running come October.
On the NL East, I said: "the ·
Mets will ride their weak rotation to the top, and get swept
in the NLDS...NL MVP: David
Wright."
Why I'm a genius: The
Mets rotation has been very
weak, and now looks weaker
with Pedro Martinez complaining of hip problems.
Wright has been everything I
expected and more. He's in my
top three for MVP right now.
On the NL West, I said:
"Maybe we'll get an 85-game
winner this year. The Dodgers
have a strong infield to cover
for groundball ace Derek
Lowe."
Why I'm a genius: My sarcasm about an 85-game winner has been validated by a
division with five contenders.
Lowe has been fan~astic, post-

ing his lowest ERA since 2002.
Theonlyoneofmyplayoff
picks not within striking distance of a spot is Minnesota,
who has the bad luck of being
maybe the fifth best team in
baseball but having the two
best teams in the sport in their
division. Otherwise, all my
picks are either in or within
four games (as of Saturday).
That's why I'm going to
give you my midseason picks,
so I at least cover my bases
when we reconvene in October.
AL playoff teams: Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, Oakland.
NL playoff teams: New
York, St. Louis, Los.Angeles,
Houston.
And I'll keep that World
Series pick: Oakland over Los
Angeles.
Enjoy the second half. .

10%
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served with Wedge Fries~..... 7.99
l'"uce, Tomato,.Onioo, Mustard, M.1,(1, Keldwp & PickleSpeal'on thtsidt
•substitutionsavailableforanadditionalcharge
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Rangers add 40-goal scorer Shanahan

· ORLANDO - The Orlando Magic are holding gwil-d J.J. Redick out of summer league play
cause of a back injury.
Redick repeatedly has said he's not bothered
by the herniated disc in his back, an 1njury
~ounced just before the Magic took him No. ll
overall in the NBA draft. He received a cortisone
shot about a month ago and said he won't need
.gurgery.
"I feel I could be out there, but we had to·
decide if it was worth the risk and not take the
chance," he said
General manager Otis Smith said Friday the
club was holding him out as a precaution
because Redick hasn't played full-speed in four
weeks.
Redick also said he isn't certain whether he
will train with Team USA, which opens pre-2008
Olympic workouts July 19 in Las Vega5. He was
• one of 23 players chosen for the squad, including
Magic teammate Dwight Howard

l':
)

Wings:
Baneless ar Original

't

·

Grilled Chicken Breast QR Fried
Chicken Breast QR 1/2 Pound Burger
Jumbo Size Your Fries..........99

NEW YORK- Brendan Shanahan became the
second big-time forward to say goodbye to the
Detroit Red Wmgs this offseason, agreeing to a oneyear deal worth $4 million with the New York
Rangers on Sunday.
The 37-year-old forward followed longtime Red
Wmgs captain Steve Yzerman as players who won't
be returning to Hockeytown. Yzerman announced
his retirement last week after 22 years in Detroit
With room to spend, the Rangers targeted
Shanahan, who has 598 goals - 15th on the NHL
career list - and 634 assists with New Jersey, St
Louis, Hartford, and Detroit He reportedly turned
down equal or higher-valued deals from the Red
Wmgs and Montreal Canadiens.
"He continues to perform at an elite level and
also brings outstµiding. leadership qualities to our
organization," Rangers general manager Glen
Sather said
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

S(1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ............ :4.49
10 (1Flavor,1 Ranch) ........... 6.99
15 (1Flavor,1 Ranch) ........... 9.49
20 (1or2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)...... 12.99
30 (1or2 Flavors, 2 Ranch) ...... 18.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) .... 28.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch).... 38.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ••. 48.99
Add Celery.................. ,. .. .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch ........69,
Add fries To Any Wing Order.. ,. .. 1.99

~~}.,~!!~p!!~l~rs
·Dipped!IBonSlde
3 (1 flavor) ........ .. .. -4.49
5 (1 flavor) ............. 6.99
10 (1or2 flavors). ..... 12.99
20 (1or2 flavors) ...... 22.99
50 (Up to 3 flavors). .... 48.99

Buffala Shrimp
10 (1 flavor) ............6.99
20 (1 or 2 flavors) ...... -11.99
30 (1or2 flavors) ......16.99
· 50 (Up to 3 flavors) .... .24.99

. Wing Zrine ·
Baskets
10 Wings, Ranch &
Wedge Fries..... 7.99
5 Chicken Fingers &
Wedge Fries..... 7.99
10 Buffalo Shrimp &
Wedge Fries •••• 7.99

Wedge FriesRegular
Regular 1.99....... J~mbo 3.29
Cheese Fries egular
· Regular 2.99....... Jumbo 4.59
Beer Battered Onion Rings ..
Regular 2.49. _.... Jumbo 4.59
Mozzarella Stix)
(5) Regular4.5L. (10) Jumbo 7.99
Fried Mushrooms
Regular 4.59... ..... Jumbo 7.99

Juniar Baskets

&

lREGULAR
Mare sides

Ranch or Bleu
Cheese & Celery. ....99
Garden Salad.. ..... 4.99
Side Salad ......... _2.49

5 Wings & Wedge Fries . ...................................... 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries ............. ................ 5.49
5 Buffalo Shrimp & Wedge Fries ....... ,...................... 5.49

Saft Drinks

20-0z ........ ............ 1.59
2-Liter•••••.••·---·. -·-··· 2.49
1/2 Gal Sweet Tea ........ 2.49

Desserts

•

Cheesecake................... 2.49
Brownie Bites (6) ............ 3.49
Banana Foster Bites (6) •.•.• . 3.49

<•

WINGS

Ju~ba

STATE & NATION

Magic hold Red'Kk out due to back

20

1/2 Pound Burgers

Chris Hoyler can be reached at
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U.S. patent system·
needs reworking
F

•

•

t

riendster, one of the original social network sites,
has recieved a patent on
social networking.
The patent's primary cl.aim
applies to networks that limit
relationships to a certain number of degrees of separation, for
example, you cannot connect to
someone who doesn't know
someone· who knows someone
youknow. .
In 2001, Six Degrees of Separation, a now-failed networking
site, received a patent on social
networking technology. This is
cited as a reference for Friendster's patent, indicating that the
U.S. Patent and Trademark
examiner did not find that the
two patents overlap.
Friendster says it will do
whatever it has to in order to
protect its intellectual property.
Strong words from a flailing
company. Friendster has never
been profitable and, in fact, put
itself up for sale in October
after seeing MySpace bought
for more than-$500 million. In
January, still unsold and runmng out of capital, it was bailed
out and refinanced at the high
cost of one of its investors.
It's patently obvious that this
patent is a last-ditch effort of a
sinking enterprise.
On the topic of frivolous
patents, not too long ago, Amazon patented its one-click purchasing method. This resulted
in an injunction against the
Barnes and Noble Express Lane

method of shopping - right
before Chrismas. Amazon's law
suit against the other company
was fruitless, but there's still
one essential point to be made.
Essentially, they have successfully patented the mouse
click.
The U.S. patent system is
sick, very sick.
Americans see the granting
of patents as an admirable
process that lets inventors
enjoy the fruits of their hard
work and innovations. What
they don't realize is that times
have changed. The definition of
what is patentable has slowly
morphed to include business
practices and broad ideas.
Remember when the Smucker's company went to court to
try and patent peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches? Sure, it
was funny and the highlight of
late-night talk shows, but it
soon became a symbol of a system run amuck.
The founding fathers felt
that intellectual property was
important enough to include in
the constitution, but they did
this to encourage the "progress
of science and the useful arts,"
not to keep ideas chained to
one company and its pockets
lined with cash. .
However, the patents-goneawry world we now exist in
doesn't just restrict competition, but discourages research
and innovation as well.
More patents are slipping

Western Union policy
not worth the trouble

through that are not new or
that should be obvious, like the
migration of a simple business,
practice onto the Internet.
But who's to blame for this
sorry state of the patent system?
It's easiest to start taking
shots at the short-staffed patent
office.
But at the same time, profiteers, including lawyers and
hedge funds, have torn apart
the very purpose of parent
rights - to encourage people to
invent and produce - using
them to tax, blackmail, and
even shut dowri productive
companies unless they pay high
enough ransoms.
This also reflects badly on
the courts. The ease with which
patent holders can get an
injunction to shut down a thriving business results in companies that are quietly rolling over
and writing a check rather than
fighting.
And who can blame them
when they are at such a clear
disadvantage in a warped system?
The patent office needs to be
updated and reformed It needs
to expand to keep it from
droWning in a sea of requests.
Standards need to be set once
and for all on what is and is not
patentable.
The U.S. patent system is
sick. It's being used to attack
the people and ideas it was
invented to serve and that
needs to stop, now.

expense?
A candid response to this question would most
likely disregard the egregious affronts to sensibility that Western Union is placidly ignoring,

Liberals rejoice: Aline
Coulter a hypocrite

The.convenience of money transfers has ·
become an inconvenience for many Western
Union customers with names like Mohammed or
Ahmed Western Union is following U.S. Treasury
department guidelines by blocking money transIt might seem impossible for the woman who
actions between people with names matching
called four widows of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks
those on the Treasury's list of terrorist names.
"The Witches of East Brunswick" to cause more
It's outrageous to block money transfers based
controversy. But when that woman is the outsposolely on a name. Western Union is blocking or
ken pundit AIµle Coulter, anything is possible.
delaying about 300 transfers each day from one of
Last week Coulter's latest book, Godless: The
its Dubai franchises alone because of the high
Church ofLiberalism, as well as S!!Veral of her syndinumber of people with terrorist names living
cated columns, were under attack.
there and purchasing money transfers.
John Barrie, who created the iThenticate plagiarizWhile it's true that one of the Sept. 11 hijackers
ing-identifying system, said he found at least three
used W~stern Union shortly before he crashed a
examples of"textbook plagiarizing'' in Coulter's book.
plane into the World 'frade Center, that doesn't
He also said he found similiar problems with several
justify causing tens of thousands of other people
of Coulter's columns from the last year.
with similar names and ethnicities all this trouble.
Not only does she plagiarize, she also tries to
There's an acceptable, cautious level of paramake her book seem more academic by adding misnoia to practice after a sobering attack on your
leading citations, he said
home; but Western Union is on a higher level,
"[The citations are] used pun:ly to tty and give the
going back and forth in a creaky rocking chair
book a higher level ofcredibility - as if it's an acawith crazy eyes and a shotgun, blasting everydemic work," Barrie told The New York Post ''But
thing that moves.
her sloppiness in failing to properly attribute many
Of the 300 transfers each day being blocked or
other passages strips it of nearly all its academic merdelayed at Western Union's Dubai franchise, none its."
of-them have turned up a terrorist link, one clerk
Barrie, who specialized in pattern recognition at
said
the University ofCalifornia at Berkely, was asked to
Shouldn't that tell Western Union something? - run Godless and Coulter's columns through his pro,In the case of delays or blocks on transfers, the gram by The Post, which reported his findings. While
money is U.Sually released when the customer
the tablqid may not be a beacon oftruth or decency,
provides identity documents to distinguish themin this case, The PoSt: shines a little light on a very big
selves from terrorists on the list. People without
problem.
names like Mohammed and Ahmed don't have to
Coulter is known for sp(>uting ultra-conservative
. go through this trouble for a routine money trans- ' rhetoric on television and in her colwnn. She is not
fer. Western Union's policy is blatant discriminaafraid to speak her mind, and ifyou're hberal, she's
tion.
not afraid tell you that you're the reason this country
Ultimately, many customers who are susceptiis in its current state.
ble to transfer delays or blocks because of their
But when someone as outspoken at Coulter is
names choose to use informal money tr~fer
,caught copying the work of others, it completely
networks called ''hundis."
negates any opinions she has ever voiced or any
These networks have been used by terrorists
statement she has ever made, no matter how valid
and gangsters, but they're more reliable for the
her point may have been.
people who don't want extra time added ·ont? an
How is the public to know what is truly a Coulterot:P.erwise convenient service because of their
ism and what is something she stole from a 15-yearnames.
old L.A. Times article?
And since terrorists would probably just find
According to Barrie, Coulter's plagiarism is so blaanother way, such as these hundis, to transfer
tant, it's enought to "flunk any English student" Coultheir money, why should Western Union put out
ter has not yet refuted the claims made by The Post,
so many innocent people sending money to relabut here's a prediction of her reaction: 'Tue hberals
tives for school or surgery or any other simple
made me do it"
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READER VIEWS
Students for a Democratic
Society's 'talk in' broken up
by officials; action unjust
On Wednesday;< April 19th, a dozen or so of
the UCF Students for a Democratic Society
held a "talk in'' to educate students about the
possible war with Iran. They spread out over
the breezeway, so as not to block traffic, holding
signs waiting to be approached to discuss the

issue.
After refusing to leave at the behest of an
official, citing that they were breaking no rules
or laws, they were forced to leave by an armed
police office:i: Th~ officer was not willing to
specify what law or rule had been broken and
insisted they relocate to the "free speech zones:'
despite protests that what he was doing
quashed the rights guaranteed under the first
amendment.
The SDS later met with UCF Police and a
retail director of the John T. Washington Center

.

"
'

for a grievance hearing claiming the oftlcials 1
had infringed on rights guaranteed in both the
first amendment and the Golden Rule. UCF ~
officials seemed offended that anyone would
dare to ask them to cite what law or rule that '
they were breaking or question the constitu- •
tionality of the regulations that they were claiming to uphold
'We're just doing our job:' police said
regarding the questionable constitutionality of
their actions. The responding officer even said
he told the students that he was just respond
ing to a call and refused to cite any particular
regulation that was being broken. In both
responding to a call and at an official grievance
hearing UCF officials were both unwilling and
unable to cite specific rules that were being
broken and clearly felt that they were not
required to.
If UCF SGA senators are expected to be
able to cite exact regulations and rules shouldn't the UCF Police and administration?
-AUSTIN SMITH
STUDENTS FOR ADEMOCRATIC SOCIElY

TheFutureencourages commentsfrom readers. Letters totheeditor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phone number. We mayedit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters toeditor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or faxthem to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4558.
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'Have you tak~n out a.
student loan?'

LAUREN HADLEY

THOMAS DOBBS

MARK BIERKAN

Business Management

Accounting

Accounting

"I think they could be helpful. My parents advised me not to take out loans
because you get out of college and
have to pay them off."

"Taking out a loan wasn't favorable or
unfavorable, it's just a loan. It takes
some time to get them but if you read
everything beforehand you'll be prepared for the wait."

"Ijust never really needed one. Ihave
scholarships, Iguess."

Biology

Micro Molecular Biology

Advertising

"It's not that Idon't need one.Iplan on
taking one out in the future, but I'm
not quite sure."

"I have Bright Futures, fortunately
enough."

"Student loans have worked for me. '
The process of getting them isn't too
bad. Ithought it would be harder than
it was.I'll probably take out one each
year until Igraduate."

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUMMER DEADLINES
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Online 24 hrs/day:
wi.Vw.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, Fax, In Person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Moµ. issue
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Monday, - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

100
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250
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
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(
Help Wanted: General
325 ForSale:Automotive B
Help Wanted: Part-Time (
350 For Sale: General
A
Help Wanted: Full-Time (
A
375 For Sale: Pets
Business Opportunities B
400 Services
B
For Rent: Homes
500 ·Announcements
A
B
For Rent: Apartments
600 Traver
B
B
Roommates
700 Worship
A
B
Sublease
B
A
800 Miscellaneous
For Sale: Homes
B
B
900 Wanted

•

RATES

First issue:
Each addl issue: ·

Rate A

Bmj

Rate(

$6

s9

$J.8

S6

$J2
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..

·Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
·Enter and view classified ads orline 24 hours aday
(

rrafi't HELP WANTED:
~General

.
Movers/Dr1vers

TWO MfN AND ATRUCK.
"Movers Who Care.•

Now Hiring .
Monua1e 111ern's:
•Full/Part time
·Flexible Schedules
•Room for advancement
•No Experience Necessary·

.

·Business Majors Preferred

Dynetech, rated by the OBJ as one of the Best Places to Work in
2005 & 2006 seeks a Marketing Analyst Intern. Duties include
analyzing marketing campaigns, conducting marketing trend
analysis, producing ad hoc reporting, and drafting Standard
Operating Procedures. The ideal candidate will be working
towards their MBA, have excellent analytical and marketing
skills and be advanced in Microsoft Excel.
Email your resume to hr@dynetech.com or Fax 407-206-6565
Restaurant

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

¥
~
All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

SERVERS• HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
Apply in person daily. 2pm • 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

NOW HIRING
LIFEGUARDS!

-~hJ6'1d HUMAN RESOURCES
6200 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE• ORLANDO, FL 32819
{407)354-lOSS • FAX (407)345°1005

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY
UNDER THE

~

UPTO
$170/MO.

BABYSITTER- M-F 2-6;
dwntn ORL; pick up kids after school;
help w/ homework; $11/hr; e-mall
resume to aplogstedt@yahoo.com
BABYSITTER
Tu & Th mornings 9-12 beginning Aug.
2006·for 16 month old girl. East
Orlando. Must have experience &
references. ED. major and bilingual
preferred. Call 407-382-2516 or
Jbarroso1@bellsouth.net

donating
plasma regularly

SPfCIAl

~10 Off~R

..

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

................... ........•

Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people.
Flexible hours. Apply in person.
10501 J. Blanchard Tr. inside the YMCA
407-658-1610

MARKETING ANALYST INTERN

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASH IERS &COOKS

~

Baby-sitter Needed
M/W!Th afternoons/12-15hrs per week beginning Aug 2006. For 9 yr old & twin
6 yr old girls. Maitland. Must have
experience, references, and own
transportation. Call 407-740-7933

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421 ·

Contact: Aitor@407.869.8485
Email: UCF1284@yahoo.com

FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

~

EARN CASH - STAY IN SHAPE. FT &
PT Movers and Packers needed.
Suddath/United Van Lines. Call 407843-6683 or email hroten@suddath.com.

·Big Commission Potential!

OTH ER POSITIONS:

g"'

Growwith us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
individuals to earn up to $14/hr or more
with tips as aMover/Driver. Sign on bonuses
up to $500. We offer benefits, moilthly
bonuses &paid vacation. FT &PT positions.
Get all the details and apply in person:

•$15/base appt.

EARN

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• free adm~sion
• free quart~dytickets

- referral bonuses
· flexible hours

• college tuition assistance

• and more

(·

Contemporary Management Concepts is
looking for energetic, FT and PT leasing
agents. Please fax rest,1me to:
(407) 998-3787

~

Earn $1 O in new research study
conducted in Research Park.
Requires approx. 1 hour
Info: email kimsushil@gmail.com
Summer Jobs. Campaign Work.
M-F 3-9pm. $9 plus an hr. FT/PT.
407-835-3569

DClfBiologicals

(

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

P!T Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net...
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
PT or FT position avail 2 or 3 days per
·week. Exp. w/ lawn equip. helpful!
Starting at $8-8.50/hr. Flex hrs, weekdays
Contact Dale Sorensen at 321-948-6498.
Seeking full-time nanny in Oviedo.
M-F 7:30am - 5:30pm. Pay negotiated.
Live in or out.
Call 407-687-5825.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100 .
{

'

How2 Group is an established Fort
Lauderdale based Dot Com expanding
into the Orlando area. We are looking for
enthusiastic & confident self-starters for
our online advertising call center
· (FT/PT). Hiring sales reps & managers.
Several shifts avail w/ flexible hours. Will
train inexperieoced but motivated
applicants. Take advantage of this
ground floor opportunity by joining one of
the fastest growing Internet companies.
Receive generous compensation
including Base, Commission, bonuses,
daily spiffs, full benefits, stock options,
and a great working environment.
How2 Group currently owns & operates
www.how2vacation.com, www.how2ski.com, www.how2buyflowers. om,
& many more. Please call
Ray or Ricardo at 407-740-8033 or
866-750-HOW2 or email your resume to
jobs@how2group.com.

•·

\

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Family-run Italian restaurant now hiring
experienced servers. Apply in person at
1425 Tuskawilla Rd, Winter Springs.
Corner of Tuskawilla and Red Bug in the
K-mart shopping plaza. 407-659-0101

( '

MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insurance. Call 407-810-4003.

.

(

Apply online atwetnwildorfando.com,
call our Job Lineat (407)248-1600,
Email hr@Wemwildorf.com or visit our Human Resources
Department daily between 9AM and 4PM

College Park family need babysitter for 3
boys ages 8, 5 and 15 months. Up to 4
days I week from 2 PM - 6 PM - hours
are somewhat negotiable. Pay
negotiable. Please call Angela Shaw at
407-422-1 316

.

P!T fl(lale Domestic Help to Assist and
care for active 11 yr old triplet boys every
other weekend. Must be strong, athletic,
and physically fit. $12-15/hr. Please
submit resume to 813-752-9875.

~

(

• Secured and Gated Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour
Fitness Center
Picnic and Recreational Area
• Computer Room with Broadband
Internet Ac~ess
• Children's Outdoor Playground
Solariums in Selected Units
• Secluded Terraces
• Professional Business Center
with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
.. Car Wash Area
~tub House, Swimming Pool and
Sun Deck

Downtown Orlando's only sports bar
is now accepting applications for
sel'Vers Mon-Fri between 2-4.
Call The Clubhouse at 407-447-5225

Represented Exclusively by

@Iii
f
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Summer tired of flipping burgers .. .
Sununer tired of delivering pizza .. .
Summer looking for...
,

'

HIGHER PAYING SUMMER JOBS!!!

'

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS!
FULL-TIME PAY, PART-TIME HOURS

$8·- $15 hour/Average
•NO ExPERIENCE NECESSARY *

• Just minutes from UCF, Valencia,
Rollins & Full Sail
'
• Flexible AM & PM Shifts

•

•
•
•
•

ti

f

Part-time office administrator I
receptionist I bookkeeper University
Unitarian 407-737-4018
http://universityuus.org/coa.htm
Activity assistant for senior assisted
living residence in Oviedo, 1O minutes
from UCF. Every other saturday and
flexible weekday hours. Must love
working with elders, have reliable
transportation, and be responsible. Great
experience for health-related majors and
applicants that are senior-friendly. Drug
screening and background checks
required. 407-977-8786. Ask for Pam.
Landscape/Lawn Maint. Immediate
openings, good pay, flex schedule.
407-718-5412

Paid Training
Guaranteed Base Wage Per Hour
Incentive Programs
Business Casual Environment

1\vo convenient locations:
Winter Park (Right off Uoh.frsity Blvd)
407-673-9700 (Ask for Monique or Luz)
Orlando (Near the Aiqiorl)
407-243-94o0 (Ask for Gerica or Laura)

SUDO KU

APPLY TODAY!!!
START MONDAY!!!

3/1.5, 1250 sq ft. Upgraded Kitchen and
living room. 5 min from UCF.
Nonsmokers please. $1100/mo.
321-987-5272
johnathen.warren@gmail.com
3/2,1600sq ft,beautiful area very close to
UCF, living & family rooms, no pets,
nonsmokers. $1350/mo.
904-210-4417/careyccii@hotmail.com
31212 Home, near airport. 1800 Sq Ft.
Sep living/dining, family room, large
fenced yard. Pets Ok, non-smoker,
1400/mo. 305-528-7771

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic
team members to join our family ot
passionate restaurateurs at
Fulton's Crab House.

New Avalon Park Townhome. 312.5 w/
1 car garage. Gated, all appliances
utilities, hi speed internet Included.
$1695/mo. Call 407-641-5782. Re Max
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately.
Summer or 1 year lease. 321-438-1354.

FOR ·RENT OR SALE
WATERFORD TRAILS NEW HOME
412 LOTS OF UPGRADES CLOSE TO
SHOPPING AND UCF
CALL PAM 321-299-2055

Reservationists
'-

Taking reservations over the phone, heavy
volume. Must have excellent verbal
communication. Flexible schedule including
ever:iings and weekends.
·

Great 312 home for rent In Oviedo!
Big backyard with new deck and
patio. 5 mlns from UCF. Pets
allowed. 1,200/month, call for move-In
specials! call ashley @ 407-587-9897

Individual rooms for rent in
beautiful 4 bedroom home. Less
than 5 mlns from UCFI Rooma
priced from $450-550 per/mo. Move
In dates between 7/1 -811. Call David
at (850)322-4818 to reserve nowl

Apply in person daily,
Restaurant located in
Downtown Disney 1-4, exit 68

Townhouse For Rent In Cambridge
Clrcle.· 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 ml. from UCF, W/D, Avail
Now. $850/mo. Call 407-310-6583
http:/!731 .rentcllcks.com.

www.levyrestaurants.com

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energ_etic
· team members to join our Family ot
passionate restaurateurs at
Portobello Yacht Club Restaurant.

New 4 bdrm, 3 bth, 3 car garage, den,
big kitchen, cvrd porch, 2647 sf,
w/curtains, com. pool, gym, cable, near
UCF & hwys, $2100/mo w/$2100 dep,
NS, see www.geomlx.net/home, Cypress
Lakes, live In style! 407·568-2654

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900·$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441
New Avalon Park Townhome.
312.5 w/ 1 car garage. Gated, pool,
all appliances, $1295/mo.
Call 407-641-5782 Re Max
4/2.5 bath, 2200 sq ft, new home. $1 ,700
per month . Call 407·697-2481

Maintenance Tech
Responsibilities include electric, refrigeration,
painting, and general maintenance duties.
Flexible schedule including
nights and weekends.

Apply in person daily.

UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 Reserved parking spots, 1 Year lease.
$825 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-221-0601 .

Restaurant located in
Downtown Disney 1-4, exit 68
www.Jevyrestauronts.com
FL License
EF 2000481

Alarm installer needed: No exp. nee.
Immediate openings in Leesburg
area. Previous Alarm, Phone or Cable
exp a +. Benefits &401 K. Must have
vehicle. E-mail resu.me to
gaf_hr@bellsouth.net.

,

GUARDIAN ALARM COMPAN¥

•

Residential and Commercial Alarms· CCTV· Medical Monitoring .
. {800)932-7233·(561)998-9561 ·(561)998-9837fax

FULL-TIME POSITION
Seeking outside sales represehtative for growth oriented industrial
packaging company. College degree preferred, excellent computer/
communications skillsamust. BeneDts include 401 Kand medical.

.Send t;esume to: HR, P.O. Box iis, Zellwoo~,FL 32798 or

.

email belinda.rodriguez@iconserv.com EOE,DFWP

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,

W,:W JOHNSTONE

[gJ$SUPPLV

REGULAR FULL

TIME WAREHOUSE

• Excellent Pay· Job Incentives· Health/life/Dental
• Paid Holidays • Paid Sick Days· Paid Vacation
• 401 (k) With Match • Must be able to pass drug screen

Receive, order fill & stock inventory items.
Must be able to frequently lift, stoop & bend.

.

Were proud ofour history ofsuccess. It~ astory that we
feel every customer, store owner, staffmember and
manufacturer shares with us, and we believe those first
50+ years ofgrowth and success are just the start.

Apply in person at: 1651 S. Rio Grande, Orlando
or email re~ume to jaxhr@johnstones ,pply.com
I

Room for rent In a big 5 bedroom
home, fully furnished near Lake
Plckett/Chuluota area. 12 minutes
from UCF. Amenltles:Gym,Resort
Style pool, tennis courts, basketball
courts. Clean&good manners
required. $650.00 all utllltles Included.
Call (407)353-5208 or email at
ctadhk1@ocnjcc.org

UCF Area: Beautiful neighborhood! 3/2
house,washer,dryer 2 car garage.
$1350 mo. New tile floors throughout
house w/tiled back porch.407-948-8409
Avalon Park: 3 rooms avail. in 3/2
townhome. $1500/mo. Great location.
Amenities, community pool incl. Flexible
leases. Please call 407-489-8127

Classy Homes/Vacation
Homes of all sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home or share
from $450 and up, master $600 and
up. Share the most luxurious homes
w/ others on a joint lease. We match
you pel1ectly w/ other professionals &
pay referrals. Call 407-629-1600,
407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com

3B/2B (2 Masters) Available Aug 1st
Includes W/D and water. Located at
Ventura Golf Comm. 20 mins from UCF.
$1100/mo. Call 321 -297-6756
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SU~LET.COM
1st Floor 2 bd/ 2 ba condo. 1/2 mile from
UCF. W/D, comm pool, water view,
fitness cneter, tennis/basketball court.
$1200 negotiable, plus utilities.
Call 407-401-2828

lm!l

ROOMMATES

---

10 MINUTES TO UCF. $340/mo + utils.
Looking for female roommate. 1 room
available in a quiet 4/2 furnished house.
All house privileges. No pets, N/S.
12mo lease. 407-319-3751.
...HOUSE ROOMMATES WANTED***
2 Rooms Available [$400-$425]
ASHINGTON PARK - 3rni. off campus
Contact Scott (321)278-5988

3 suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

9

Female Roommate wanted for 212 condo
' 6 mi. from UCF $600/mo. includes
utilities: phone, cable, security system,
wireless internet, pool. no pets/smoking
call Sarah (407)671-8184

1
Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Female roommate wanted for a beautiful
3/2 house off of Valencia College Ln.
$375 a month plus utilities, monitored
alarm system. Call Crystal 386-931-3786
Female roommate wanted. Brantt new
townhouse. Gated community,
garage, furnished, 1 ml. from
campus. $550 per moritb. Call Kelly
(941)302-1649.
Male roommate needed for 3/2 in
Riverpark Apts. Nice place on a pond.
Clean. Approx $450/month including all
utilities. Call Chris 321-217-6247

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

35. Ostrich
ACROSS
1. Twitches
look-alike
I
5. Units of
36. Archaeologist's
-+-+--+-_ __ QI
resistance
milieu
i.;.J.;;J..:..+:::+-....9. Freelancer's
38. Horned viper
i-=+'-+'.+:'+.:-4 Vi'
engagement
40. Escort's
VI
f--+-4--4-l c:
12. Pedestal
offering
--t-~ lb
occupant
41. Ham
~"-liii- ~
13. Ranchero
43. Place of
laborer
Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
control
---.,:::..J,.:.:.J.,:..:..J""-1'1"1-=+::-H-=+=-i ~
10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350, · 14. Treasure of the 45. Baseball teams
f-'-+-t-4=! c.
$200 sec.dep. all utilities included
Sie~ra Madre
47. Up and about
Call Steve 407-267-4982
15. Animal collec50. Nice pal
tion
1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
· 52. Musically
17. Service call
2. Birth of a
9. Small,
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 4
leisurely
18. Substituted
miles from UCF. $550/mo, all utilities inc.
notion?
furry pet
54.
Ballet
step
Call 786-344-3221
19. Trepidation
3. One who's
10. Dander
55. Flag
21.
Unpleasant
11 . Under1 room avail in furnished 212 Apt at Polos
bent out of
56. Character
task
East. Female only. Pet friendly. Includes
stood
shape?
builder?
.
23. Silvery
W/D, gym, pool. Close to UCF. $500/mo.
4. Extinguished 16. Serengeti
57.
Hanoi
holiday
26. Traveler's
Avail Aug 4. Call Angela at 305·586-0621
beasts
5. Ajar, to a
58. Dutch treat?
option
4 Bdrm House in Great neighborhood.
20. Petri ·dish
bard
59 . Of an age
28.
Total
Need 2 roommates. $375/mo.
substance
6. Cattle' crowd
30. More lucid
Available August 1st.
22. Eat in the
7.
Actress
DOWN
31
.
Calgary's
prov.
913-908·8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
evening
Shearer
1. Curry and
33. Princess
F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartme.nt
24. Not e'en
.
Robbins
provoker
8. Curls the lip
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
once
$450 including utilities. 407·243-2630
2
3
4
10 11
25. London
6
7
8
or KellyRoop@hotmail.com
conveyMALE ROOMMATE WANTEiD for 3 bd
12
ance
luxury apts in Winter Springs. ASAPI
26. W0rry
Rent $357/Mo./small deposit req & 1/3
. 15
27. Grad
util. 15 MIN FROM UCF. 321-948-7130.
29. __ culpa
N/S, M/F needed to share 3/2 home w ith
10
32. Naysayer
nice,clean,quiet male! Private rm/bath,34. Smoker's
walkln closets,internet,catile,phone,etc.evidence
Great house; sale area w/2 pools. 10
37. Capitol .
mlns to UCFI $575/month inc all. Avail
group
nowl Tim at 321-759·7382
39. Persian
1 Room Avail in Goldenrod. 15 mins
from UCF, 5 mins from Valencia.
Everything included: DSL, cable, etc.
Only $500. Call Hassan at 407-575-5133
Room for rent, 2 m iles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool.
$420/mo utll incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-745-1600,
or email scasios76@aol.com

Room for Rent In a 3 bdrml2 ba.
Beautiful home, 5 mlns from UCF.
$500/mo. Call 954-649-4933.

1 Rms Avail in a 3/2 home off University.
7 mlns from UCF. Professional or grad
student wanted. $525/mo utll. Incl. cable,
wireless internet, W/D. 401·617·0805
R.oom Available in Brand New Avalon
Lakes 3/2.5 Townhome, $550 per
month, unfurnished bdr. Please Call
Mike at 561-350-9884
Room for rent, $475 per month
everything Included, furnished. Pool and
tennis courts. Females only, call
Rebecca 407-701-8331.
Roommate wanted- 3/2.5 townhouse In
Waterford Lks. $495+1/3 util. W/D,lnternet,sat tv, pool Dave,407-375-6993

..................

ROOMMATE(s) WANTED
2 Bdrms available In 3Bdrml2Bthrm
Lux condo at The' Crest @ Waterford
Lake. 1 yr lease $600 per month all
Incl. Nonsmokers, no pets. 201 -4461437

~

~

~ry

42. Modern-

41

52
54

55

57

58

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

[fm SUBLEASE
1 bedroom available In a 4/2 at Pegasus
Pointe $4715/month includes everything
Aug 1-July 30th with option to renew.
No security dep. needed. (305) 297-8063

4 rooms avail in 4/2 home 2 mins from
UCF/Dean Rd area. Huge back porch
overlooking pond. $425/mo + 1/4 util.
Avail now. Call Justin (407) 489-8127

Sublease Today, 1 rm In a 414 @
Pegasus Landing. All utll Incl. elct,
water, cable, Internet, and free shuttle.
Rent ONLY $475.00 -NO MOVE IN
FEE- Call T. Byrd (786)351-1275

UCF student - M/F Roommate needed
new house in Avalon PK. $500/mo priv
bath.$450/shared bath inc/ utilities,
cable, pool, gym & i-net. Vic@ 407-4032487

Take over my lease starting Aug 1 for
a 1/1 In a 414 at The Gatherings
(Dean/University). Lease runs for 1
year w/ option to renew. $475/month
all utll. Incl. Call Wade (407) 435-3043

3/2 House, Fully furnished, Rent includes
utilities and cable, full kitchen, 1O min
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. Asking
$495/month per room.
Available Aug. 1st. Females Onlyl
Call Nadia 407-929-9972

Watel1ord Lakes New Luxury Condo
Huge 2BR/2BA-Washer & Dryer
Gated, Pool, Security System
$1200/mo Call 321-297-7474

Room avail in 4/3 home w/ pool.
2 miles from UCF off University.
Looking for quiet N/S male or female.
$500/mo includes all utilities.
Call Christina at 954-347-2051

Room for Rent in townhome. Util. incl.
wireless int, cable, w/d Corner of Alafaya
and Colonial. $540/mo 904-864-7784 or
407-282-1834 or 904-359-11 79

Room For Rent-Male.
Available now. In 3/2 home 10 min fr
UCF campus. Close to VCC too, fenced
back yard, cable/roadrunner/wireless,
HDTV, 2 car garage. w/d, $450 + 1/4 util.
(407) 521-5563

Rooms for Rent in Eastwood
Golf Community . Female only.
$500/mo and share bath.
Call 954-436-8924
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

2 bedroom/2.5 bath townhouse for lease
with option or 100% financing in Moss
Park area. Call Patsy Woody, Hunter R.E. 407-701-3865

3Bd/2.5Ba/1 Ga Watel1ord VIiia For
Sale. Walk to Town Center and just 3
miles from UCF. Gated Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location!! $270,000
Call Mike @ 407-310-6583

BRAND NEW TOWNHOME
The .Enclave - A Gated Community
2 Bedroom/ 2.5 Bath/ 1 Car Grg
Spacious floor plan. New appliances
For information contact
407-488-6211 , or 321-217-0297 or
cbarrios5@bellsouth.net
WATERFORD VILLAS. Almost new,
• 312.5, garage, gated, pool. Close to
UCF, shopping, all highways, under
$270k. Realtor bonus. Call Ursula
407-227-2525. Keller Wiiiiams.

275
1 bed/1 bath @ Heather Glen
Close to UCF
$745/mo- NO first, last or security
deposit necessary! Lease ends 3/07
Call Mike@ 845-742-0943
or 845-559-5621

Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $475/mo including
utilities. w/d, in-ground pool. Short term
lease. Tennis, basketball avail- rec
center. No pets/family pets on premises.
Call 407-737-2871 or 407-716-0313

1 rm. In 414 apt, Pegasus connection,
utilities Inc., NO MOVE-IN FEESI
$4941mo Call Ashley 941-812-7866 or
941-776-3270

M/F wanted for unfurnished BO In 3
BRMD furnished home on lake, 6 mlns
from UCF. $600/mo Incl. utll, n/s, sec
sys, pool & tennis. 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

1 bed 1 bath in Tivoli .
$81 O a month $200 deposit OBO
available July 21st
Call: Sarah 407-697-6415
Trblemaker86@aol.com

Female roommate wanted to rent one
bedroom in a 413 house in Waterford
Lakes. Rent $500 includes all utilities.
Available immediately through Dec 2006
Call 407-947-2464 or e-mail
kowens@orlandopost.com

3rd Floor 1/1 In 414 In Pegasus
Landing $515/mon NO MOVE-IN FEEll
Utllltles, cable, Internet, pool, and gym
Included. FURNISHED. Avail. Aug 1 stl
Please call Sarah@ 863-258-1252'

F needed for 4/2 house 5 min from ucf.
Brand new $510/mon all util included.
call 754-264-4843.

1 br/bth in 212 Pegasus Pointe. $560/mo.
Avail. now thru 31 Jul 2007. Furnished,
W/D, cbl, internet, pool, gym, util (elec to
$105 ttl) Please call 321·427-9846.

UCF/Oviedo area N/S female seeks
same. Clean, qµiet, beautiful room, with
private bath. Cable, internet, $500/month
all inclusive. Ca11t(407) 971 -6805

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, It's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/ct ssifieds

FOR SALE:
I·~
~ Homes
WHY RENT?
312.5 GATED, WATERFORD VILLA
BEHIND TOWN CENTER,3MILES
FROM UCF
GREAT LOCATION FOR WORK OR
SCHOOL
269,900 CALL PAM 321-299-2055

2006 Yamaha V-star custom cruiser.40+
mi/gal.low miles,accessories,helmet,garage kept.great bike! $7800. Call Tim
321 -759~7382

Free Pick-Up! Junk Cars Wanted!
Call Anthony 321-263-6671

FOR SALE:
I~
~Homes

3 bed, 2 bath home in Nona Crest for
lease or sale. 100% of financing
available. Call Patsy Woody,PA, Hunter
R.E. 407-701-3865
Sanford- Private Bdrm, Utils,
·Chi/Internet. Use of: Livg Rm, Ktch,
W/D by aiding ACTl\(E personable
male WHEELCHAIR person to BED at
NIGHT, household duties. Exp not
needed, 407-547-6832

ized
44. Vassal
46. Poet
Teasdale
48. Sicily sight
49. Coward of
the theater
50. Bright
5 1. West of
Hollywood
53. Something
prized

36

Brand New Gated Townhome. 212.5
w/ 1 car garage. 1300 sq ft. Granite
counters. 5 mins from UCF. $235k.
Call Erik at 321-662-1025
Brand New 2003 Home. UCF area.
2200 sq ft, 4/2.5 bath. 2 story.
$330k. Call 407-697-2481
Meticulous 3/2 home near UCF/OviedolQuiet, safe neighborhood, fantastic
amenities including private swimming
pool, tennis courts, basketball, fitness
center! $299,900-lowest price in luxury
neighborhood! Great investment!
stacyweaverrealestate.com .
Beautiful 212 condo with tile floors all
through-out. Nice and quiet community
less than .5 miles from UCF.
$180,000 Call 407-310-6583

NEW TOWNHOMEI
312.5 AVALON LAKES CLOSE TO
SHOP AND UCF. JUST REDUCED
PRICE
264,750. CALL PAM 321-299-2055
Pre-Foreclosure & Distressed Property
OWNERS - I Can Help Sell Your Home
Quickly! Free DVD Tells You Howl
Coldwell Banker Res. R.E. Robin
Schwinn 407-575-9292
www.New-MLS.com

Dixie Windsor Pine Dining Table
64x44 with 2 leaves, 6 side chairs, 2
arm chairs $100. Call Melissa
407-996-5099
Green La-z-boy sectional sofa w ith 2
and sleeper $300; 6 30" New
Orleans style barstools, white ash
birch seats, metal legs $200. Call
Melissa 407-996-5099

r~liners

Bed Set For Sale
$395/set. New In box. Headboard, 2
nightstands, dresser, mirror.
(407) 846-2365

Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Stlll In factory plastic. Twin Sets $100,
Full Sets $110, Queen Sets $150.
Can Dellverl (407) 846-8822 "
Living Room Set- $550. Includes beige
couch/loveseat, coffee table, 2 end
tables. Email: casycoulter@juno.com for
pictures, or call 407-908-2582
Mosaic marble .cocktail table 53x29,
metal base $100; Mahogany Stanley
sofa table $100; Oak Hall TrlM!, marble
shelf, missing mirror $100; TVNCR
combo 10" $50. Call Melissa
407-996-5099

Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$-ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT- $$
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Home school piano, math, art,
reading/writing, chess classes. Available
by an experienced teacher.
Call Pam 407-362-4046.
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Llfel Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573
URGENT! Interest rate set to rise July
1st. Time is running out. Call now to
learn about our FREE student loan
consolidation services and how you will
save thousands of dollars.
Toll Free: 866-652-2121

CreditFN.com
Shop 4 Your Credit,
Student & Reward Cards,
Visit Us @ CredltFN.com
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCKSPECIAL LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS

::
P/Locks, P/Windows, lilt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06

~

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

-

.
•

•
PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

'

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

•

payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C -thrlJ Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06

,

2006 VOLKSWA1GEN
TOUARGE
.
.
Nicely ·Equippedl

2006 NEW BEETLE
CONVERTIBL
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much Morel

LEASE FOR

LEASE FOR

$469

$299

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Go
ToplessI

* 48 mo. ''tease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

J

payment + TT&l. See dealerfor details. leasing W.A.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06 ·
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $4-69 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

)
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CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist· You With:

sfFIRST
TIME
BUYER .

rsr

~COUEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~

CREDIT
PROBLEMS

l

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANlY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease}

A
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* 4,-·

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

4175 S. Hwy 17-92

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

401-365-3300 .

visit our website

.)

aristocratvw.com
>

